Lara Cole
Consultant Solicitor
Jurisdiction: England & Wales
E: lara.cole@keystonelaw.co.uk
T: 020 3319 3700

Overview
Lara is a property lawyer and provides a full-service oﬀering in relation to real estate matters acting for investors,
developers, landlords, occupiers and administrators. With a wealth of private practice and in-house experience
including as Group Legal Counsel for the Targetfollow Group, she handles a wide range of matters involving property
acquisitions and disposals, including high-value complex transactions, joint venture development sites, construction
matters, associated ﬁnancing and all property aspects of corporate deals. In addition, Lara is skilled in dealing with of
all landlord and tenant issues in relation to investment portfolios.

Expertise
Acquisitions and disposals, commercial (oﬃces, retail, industrial and mixed use) and residential
Landlord and tenant (leases, agreements for lease, renewals, assignments, underlettings and licences)
Options, pre-emptions, conditional contracts and overage
Development, site assembly and funding documentation
Construction agreements, appointments and warranty documentation
Joint ventures and proﬁt share arrangements
Planning issues, including section 106 Agreements
Secured lending
Property and asset management
Corporate support (asset and share acquisitions and disposals)

Cases
Due diligence and disposal programme for a £500m commercial property portfolio
Drafting the suite of investment documents and dealing with the due diligence and acquisition of a development
site (with a value of circa £6 million) for a newly formed joint venture company, including dealing with the
clearance of restrictive covenants and rights to light issues, drafting the suite of construction documents and
dealing with the reﬁnance for the same development company, followed by site setup and disposal
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documentation
Acting for a Plc with regard all aspects of its property portfolio
Acting for a leading Partnership with regard its acquisition of a new key outlet in the north of England on a 35year lease with an initial £1.6m rent p.a. (as well as on various other property matters)
Acting for a national house builder with regard to its acquisition of development sites and in relation to a JV at
Nine Elms, Battersea (acquisition values £4-10m)
Acting for one of the largest independent hospitals in the UK on its acquisition of a prime London site, with a value
of £7.8m to enable expansion of its business
Acting for Aldar, one of the largest investment development companies in Abu Dhabi, with regard to a myriad of
matters ranging from a key single let of a 60-storey tower, to a strategic JV (including a transfer of key properties
into the newly created JV ventures with layered leases created therefrom), to advising on multiple L&T issues
across its diverse commercial and retail portfolio, including oﬃce towers and shopping centres, to Waterworld,
and upon various hospitality matters and academy issues relating to its portfolio of hotels and group of schools
The title investigation and clearance of rights to light issues relating to a Central London development site, land
value £15m, GDV circa £150m
The title investigation and clearance of restrictive covenants on a 21-acre mixed-use site to prime it for
development, land value £15m, GDV circa £35m
The administration process involving two of the Targetfollow Group holding companies, incorporating circa 30
subsidiaries, negotiating a suite of documents under which another company within the Group now manages the
portfolios, being a key contact and coordinator with the administrators and also undertaking legal work in relation
to the assets subject to the administrations, debt value of circa £700m
Successfully amending the CVA proposal for one of the Targetfollow Group’s high-proﬁle tenants, not only
preserving the Group’s position as creditor but also giving it preference over other creditors
The sale of €10m of prime, multi-let oﬃce stock in Paris, France
Drafting and negotiating the suite of documents for the sale of residential ﬂats within two tower blocks and
ultimate disposal of the freeholds of the towers with a value of circa £10m

Recognition
"Keystone Law’s team includes Lara Cole, who was busy with various transactions, including advising FW Properties
on the £10m purchase of Westlegate Tower in Norwich."
Legal 500 2016
"clients single out Lara Cole as ‘amazing'"
Legal 500 2014
Described in Legal 500 2012 as “exceptional”

Career
2013

Keystone Law | Consultant Solicitor

2011-2013

Eversheds | Consultant
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2009-2011

Targetfollow Group | Group Legal Counsel

2004-2007

Eversheds | Solicitor then Associate

1998-2004

Rogers & Norton | Trainee then Solicitor

2000

Qualiﬁed as a Solicitor
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